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miles away from the Emperor State! You want to get her there with two pills? 

What kind of a joke is that?” Felton mocked and looked at Leon as though he 
was staring at a fool. 

He was pursuing Renee and knew her well. Hence, he knew that she was in the 
That was three levels away from the Emperor State with a singularly challenging 
barrier between the Semi-Emperor State and the Emperor State. 

Leon seemed to have lost his mind and proposed to get Renee there with just 
two pills. 

From Felton’s perspective, this was beyond foolish. 

“Yeah!” 

“Mister Wolf, can you be mistaken?” 

“As powerful as the pills are, they can’t possibly help Miss Morrison get through 
so many barriers!” 

“This isn’t possible!” 

The others shook their heads in disbelief. 

it could get martial artists in the Semi-Overlord State to the Overlord State. 

Even if the pill worked on martial artists in the Overlord State, it would only get 
Renee to the Peak Overlord State at best. 

Pill to get her past three barriers at once. 

This sounded so far-fetched that none of them believed him. 



Leon’s words sounded more like mere exaggeration and even without Felton 
there to stir trouble up, the others were beginning to doubt him. 

“I’m not messing around or mistaken! I’m just stating a fact!” Leon said calmly. 

“I can see that Mister Wolf has lost his mind!” 

The others sighed. 

They knew that Felton undermined Leon ever since he entered the room and 
assumed that Leon finally lost his temper, which caused him to run his mouth. 

That seemed to be the only reasonable explanation. 

“Mister Wolf, please think this through. If you’re confident in the pills, I suggest 
that you pick someone in the SemiEmperor State here instead! There’s no point 
in testing the pills on Miss Morrison,” Jensen approached Leon and advised. 

He did not know why Leon was this confident but knew that getting to the there 
from the SemiEmperor State. 

If Leon truly wanted to challenge Felton, he could pick someone who was already 
in the Semi-Emperor State. 

the same way as the Supreme Pure Energy Pill when combined with the 
Motherwort Pill. This could potentially get someone in the Semi-Emperor State to 
the Emperor State and prove Felton wrong. 

miracle to get her to the Emperor State. 
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“Yeah, Mister Daglesh is right! Hugh, you should choose a martial artist in the 
Semi-Emperor State to test! That’s better than running a test on me!” Renee 
agreed along. 

Like the others, Renee did not believe that the pills could get her past three 
barriers at once. 



It seemed too far-fetched. 

To avoid getting Leon in trouble, she felt that Leon should take Jensen’s advice 
and pick someone who was in the Semi-Emperor State to test. 

The subject would likely get to the Emperor State and once that happened, Leon 
would fulfill Felton’s unreasonable request. 

At that time, Felton would have no other excuse to pick on Leon no matter how 
shameless he was because the others would all side with Leon. 

“It’s fine. Miss Morrison, you have the be the one testing these. No one else 
qualifies better!” Leon shook his head and rejected their advice. 

The Motherwort Pill could increase the power of martial artists who possessed 
dark energy or trained with a dark method. 

Most of the guests trained with light methods, so they could not take the 
Motherwort Pill. 

Renee, on the other hand, was exceptionally beautiful, and more often than not, 
beautiful women possessed dark energy. 

She was the perfect subject for the test. 

“But,” Renee wanted to argue, but Leon cut her off. 

“It’s settled! Miss Morrison, don’t worry. I know what I’m doing. Just take these 
pills and trust me. Nothing will go wrong!” Leon said confidently. 

“Well, alright then!” Since Leon insisted, Renee had no other option but to agree. 

“Very well! Kid, remember what you said! I’m dying to see what kind of magic 
your pills can do to get Renee to the Emperor State!” Felton mocked, his eyes 
flashing with a malicious glint. 

He was trying to find an excuse to fight Leon and Leon took the initiative to offer 
help to Renee to get to the Emperor State. 



This was arrogant of him and Felton was excited by this opportunity. 

Once Leon failed, he could take the chance to teach Leon what it meant to cross 
him. 

“Just wait and see then!” Leon scoffed and shot Felton a contemptuous look. 

“Why you!” Felton was enraged by his attitude but suppressed his anger at the 
thought that he would soon have the perfect excuse to hurt Leon. 

“Renee, start the test already!” Felton glanced at Renee and urged impatiently. 
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I know. Don’t rush me!” Renee said coldly. 

She knew exactly what Felton was plotting and shot him a displeased look. 

With her, Jensen, and the others around supporting Leon, Felton would not be 
able to do much to Leon even if the test failed. 

Energy Pill and Motherwort Pill. 

Both pills melted in her mouth and transformed into two streams of pure energy 
that coursed through her body. 

Energy Pill by folds. 

As soon as she took the Motherwort Pill, she could feel her energy rising to the 
point that she was about to burst. 

Not daring to wait another moment, she sat on the ground and started absorbing 
Shortly after, she completed the absorption and her energy level reached a 
new�time high. Calming herself, she started to attempt a breakthrough to see if 
she could get to the Peak Overlord State. 

“Miss Morrison’s about to attempt a breakthrough!” 

“Do you all think she can get to the Emperor State?” 



“I don’t think so. I think those two pills from Mister Wolf can only get her to the 
Peak Overlord State.” “Getting her to the Emperor State is practically impossible!’ 
Sensing the change in her energy level, the others whispered to one another. 

They could all tell that Renee was trying to get to the next power level and that 
she was close to succeeding. 

If they were not mistaken, Renee would likely get to the next power level with the 
aid of the pills just like Jensen and Ariella. 

However, it seemed impossible for her to get past three barriers in one go unless 
there was a miracle. 

“So what if Renee gets to the Peak Overlord State? There’s no point in that!” 

Felton sneered in contempt. 

Leon claimed that he could get Renee to the Emperor State. So long as she 
failed to do so, Felton could take the opportunity to teach Leon a lesson. 

Instantly, he could already imagine how good it would feel when he stepped all 
over Leon. 

However, the reality was cruel and what happened next shook everyone. 

Renee jolted multiple times and her energy rose as she ascended directly to the 
Initial Emperor State. 

“Great! I got to the Emperor State! Hugh, the pills sold by Cynthion Group are 
marvelous!” 

Standing up, Renee’s cheeks were flushed from excitement and her eyes were 
filled with disbelief and joy. 

Initially, she felt the same as the others and thought that the two pills Leon gave 
her could only get her to the Peak Overlord State at best. 

magically and got her past three barriers, reaching the Initial Emperor State. 



This completely caught her by surprise and she was over the moon. 
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“Hugh, thank you for getting me to the Emperor State! I don’t even know how I 
can thank you,” Renee ignored Felton and turned to Leon. There was a mixture 
of curiosity, gratitude, and unknown emotions in her eyes. 



She did not know why Leon possessed so many powerful pills, but she knew that 
it would have taken her at least eight years of hard work to get to the years of 
work and she was extremely grateful to him. 

When she was first introduced to Leon, she looked down on him because he was 
just a vice president of the company. 

Upon witnessing what the alchemical pills could do and how calm Leon remained 
despite Felton’s constant provocation, the realization dawned on her that there 
was more to Leon than she knew. 

Instantly, her impression of Leon changed drastically and she started seeing him 
as a formidable figure. 

She could not help but feel curious about what secrets he was hiding. 

“You’re too kind, Miss Morrison! It’s not that big a deal. You don’t have to thank 
me,” Leon chuckled. 

His chuckle caused her to snap out of her thoughts. 

Blushing, she felt an unknown emotion rising within her. She panicked slightly 
and tugged a strand of hair behind her ear, before suppressing her feelings and 
regaining her composure. 

“Mister Wolf, the pills of Cynthion Group are simply eyeopening! May I know 
when you plan to host a sales drive here? I’ll be sure to attend and make a 
purchase,” Jensen said sincerely and inquired about the time for the sales drive. 

After experiencing what the Premium Energy Nurturing Pill could do, he could not 
wait to purchase hundreds of them to share with his family. 

To his surprise, he learned that other pills worked even better, including the 
Motherwort Pill which could get martial artists past multiple barriers at the same 
time. 

This only added to his anticipation for the sales drive in the western region. 

“Yeah!” 



“Mister Wolf, please host the sales drive soon!” 

“We can’t wait any longer!” 

The others agreed along. 

There were a few guests who reached the Semi-Emperor State and were all 
desperate to attend Cynthion Group’s sales drive. 

That way, they could purchase the Supreme Pure Energy Pills and ascend to the 
Emperor State. 

Naturally, it would be even better if they could purchase pills that had greater 
effect than the Supreme Pure Energy Pills. 

 


